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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 
 

Q-A company has announced that it wishes to build a large factory near your 

community. 

-Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this new influence on your community. Do 

you support or oppose the factory? Explain your position. 
 
Model answer 

New factories frequently bring a town a slew of benefits, including jobs and improved 

income. However, the risks, in my opinion, exceed the benefits of operating manufacturing. 

That is why I am opposed to a factory being built near my village. 

A significant plant, in my opinion, would be detrimental to this city. A factory, for instance, 

would degrade the quality of the town's air and water. Factories produce pollutants and haze. 

The environment will suffer in the long run, and people's health will suffer. Therefore, it is 

not worth it to have a factory. 

Of indeed, manufacturing will produce more jobs. Our population will continue to rise. 

Additional housing and stores will be required to accommodate more workers. Do we really 

want this much growth so quickly? If our town is going to grow, I would prefer modest, well-

planned growth. I don't want to see a row of shoddy-built townhouses. It is necessary to 

consider our quality of life. 

I believe that this expansion will drastically alter our city. My hometown is one of my 

favorites because it is a safe, little community. It is also simple to get around here. However, 

if we need to grow to accommodate new residents, the small-town atmosphere will be lost. 

That is something I would greatly miss. 

In some aspects, a factory might be beneficial. However, I believe that the risks are more 

significant than the rewards. As a result, I cannot accept a plan to build a factory here, and I 

hope that others share my sentiments. 
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